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FINNRA: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 2000 - 2003 

The Finnish National Road Administration (Finnra) needs the best possible 
information and expertise so that the Finnish road transport system can oper -
ate efficiently, safely and competitively, based on sustainable deve!opment. 
The purpose of the agencys research activities is to produce necessary in-
formation and to develop experience among personnel. 

Being the Iargest organization maintaining the public infrastructure in Finland, 
and the developer of the road transport system, Finnra has a broad responsi-
bility for expertise in road, bridge and traffic technology. The complex nature 
of road management and traffic requires the knowledge development of the 
entire sector. 

The present Research and Development Strategy of Finnra takes into ac-
count the changes expected to take place in the operating environment in the 
near future, the recently completed strategic plans of the Finnish Ministry of 
Transport and Communications, as well as Finnra's own visions. These 
documents and the broad debate at Finnra form the basis for the strategic fo-
cal points presented here. Approved by Finnra's Board on 14 April 1999, this 
Research and Development Strategy will provide the cornerstone of the R&D 
programs pursued in the near future. 

Research co-operation within the EU and among the Nordic countries has 
rapidly intensified and the need for international information has increased. 
Thus, this strategy has been translated into English. Both Finnra's R&D Strat-
egy and the program are available on Finnras website in Finnish and English 
(http://www.tieh.fi/index . htm). 

Director General 	Lasse Weckström 

More information 
Anne Leppänen 	E-Mail 	 ______ 
Tel +358204442411 	anne Ieppanen©tiehfi 	 ____ 
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1 	BACKGROUND 

Finnra's previous three-year research and deveiopment program ended in 
1997. A new strategy for Finnra (Road Administration and Production) was 
prepared in 1998, covering the years 2000 - 2003. 

Meanwhile, the Ministry of Transport and Communications has prepared a 
research and development strategy encompassing the whoie administrative 
field. The Ministry's strategy puts the accent on transport policy principles 
concerning the entire transportation system, presented e.g. in the docu-
ments Traffic Guidelines 2020 and Action and Financial Pian 2000 - 2003. 
Finnra's strategy is adapted to the strategic proposal of the Ministry. InFin-
nra's strategy, Road Administration's R&D activities concern not only road 
management but aiso questions associated with the road transport system 
as a pari of the development of the entire transport system. The R&D activi-
ties of Finrira's Production, in turn, focus on the production requirements of 
road management. 

The starting points for Finnra's Research and Deveiopment Strategy include 
the visions outlined by Road Administration and Production as weii as Fin-
nra's Action and Financial Pian 2000 - 2003. According to its vision, the 
Road Administration is a nationaily and internationaliy acknowiedged expert 
on traffic and road management. Production's vision emphasizes preparation 
for open competition. 

The key probiem areas affecting the road network in the near future consist 
of road and traffic conditions in urban areas, the condition of the secondary 
road network, mairi roads with complex probiems, and traffic safety. In addi-
tion, the enhancement of road management economy and meager finances 
caII for more cost-effective solutions and methods to be deveioped. 
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2 	SUBSTANCE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOP- 
MENT ACTIVITIES 

The aim of Finnra's R&D activities is to create new information and knowl-
edge, so that the Finnish transport system could operate more efficiently, 
safely and competitively, based on the principle of sustainable development. 
Finnra's R&D activities involve the development of guidelines, quality re-
quirements, and methods serving applied research and road management. 
Research and development will also enhance expertise and knowledge 
among personnel. 

The maintenance and development of technology in road, bridge and traffic 
are integral parts of Finnra's broad responsibility as the Iargest agency 
maintaining the public infrastructure in Finland and as the developer of the 
road transport system. The complex nature of road management and traffic 
requires that expenence is developed throughout the whole sector. There-
fore, it is important to maintain constant and versatile development based on 
the strategic focal points specified. In maintaining insight at Finnra, in our 
research units and among consultants, continuous and many-faceted devel-
opment, is preferable to sudden fluctuations in activities. 

When Finnra's operations were internally divided into Road Administration 
and Production, research and development were also separated. While 
Road Administration and Production prepare their R&D programs based on 
their own points of departure, in practical terms, the impiementation of many 
projects requires collaboration and adaptation in order to ensure compre-
hensive developments of road management. 

Road Administration concentrates on impact management and the develop-
ment of products and services. This requires applied research to find new 
solutions and working modeis. On the other hand, guidelines, quality criteria 
and the systems and methods needed by Road Administration must be de-
veloped as well. 

The starting points for Production's R&D activities are the production-related 
needs associated with road management and the related trends. These in-
clude the cost and quality-efficiency of production activities as well as the 
development of production methods. 
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3 	CHANGES IN THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

R&D activities provide a tool to respond to the changes in the operating envi-
ronment and to build a foundation for new goals. Monitoring these changes 
rehes heavily on information provided elsewhere, to be analyzed and reor -
ganized from the viewpoint of the road transport system. 

At Ieast the foliowing factors can be predicted to affect transport during the 
strategy period: 

- The aging of the population and siowing of poputation growth 

- Extensive domestic migration to growing population centers and the 
H&sinki Capital Region 

- Changes in the production structure 

- Growing importance of giobal environmental problems 

- Changes in values 

- Constant intensification of traffic and research integration in the EU 

- Further internationalization. 

Because education in the field is currently Iagging behind, Finnra's resource 
development and traffic infrastructure research and construction are hin-
dered by a shortage of qualified technical personnel. Finnra will target its 
research activities supporting basic knowledge in the field and its further 
development. 

At present, national research funding is mainly directed the most profitable 
market sectors. Therefore, Finnra participates in influencing the Iong-term 
technological program of the nationat 'infracluster', developed under the su-
pervision of the Technical Research Centre of Finland. 
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4 	ROAD ADMINISTRATION'S RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT IN 2000 - 2003 

4.1 	Focal points 

The R&D activities of Road Administration incorporate strategic programs 
and themes. Strategic programs are directed at the most important Road 
Administration operations. Spanning several years, they constitute research 
and development projects often requiring considerable financial investments. 
The themes (traffic technology, structural technology, the environment, 
safety, etc.) are aimed at maintaining and developing broad expertise in road 
management. The themes contain projects, whose contents and focal points 
vary depending on the strategy and the existing needs. 

The following focal points have been outlined for Road Administration's R&D 
activities on the basis of general transport system objectives and Road Ad-
ministration's visions: 

- lmpact management. 

- Development of the road traffic system. 

- Management of traffic and road network information. 

- Development of procurement. 

These focal points will be given priority in the R&D activities. In addi-
tion, the Road Administration will ensure that adequate resources are tar-
geted at the road management sectors which are not in focal areas. This will 
guarantee the maintenance and further development of road management 
expertise in the long run as well. 

4.2 	Strategic programs 

During the strategy period, Road Administration will tmptement two strategic 
programs: Research Program on Road Structures (S4) and Solutions to 
improve Main Roads (S12). 

"The purpose of S4 is to develop road structures by changing over to a pian-
ning system based on life cycle costs. The aim is to achieve an annual sav-
ing of 10 % in terms of new roads and 5 % in road improvement. This pro-
gram wili aiso develop the environmental impact assessment of the struc-
tures and examine the deterioration mechanisms of paved roads." 

In its final stages, the project wili focus more closely on assessing the struc-
tural condition of the present road network and investigating road improve-
ment methods. 
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"The aim of S12 is to devise new cost effective solutions in traff,c technology, 
which can ensure sufficient safety and smooth flow of traffic on two-Iane 
main." 

These strategic programs will be completed at the end of the year 2001. The 
outcomes of the programs will be evaluated by an independent evaluator. 
Adequate guidelines and training wiU ensure the implementation of the out-
comes. 

Before a strategic program can be launched, a preliminary investigation must 
be conducted to outline the research question comprehensively enough, to 
set the targets for the research program and to determine the necessary 
resources. The executive group of Road Administration will decide on 
launching strategic programs. 

4.3 	Themes 

The new focal points of research and development activities are reflected in 
the subject matter of the R&D themes and in the normative proportions of 
financing, as shown below. Studies under 5 given theme may embrace sev-
eral focal points. 

Impact management 

After Finnra's internal division into Road Administration and Production the 
interface between the agency and its road-user clients has been rearranged. 
Road Administration develops its activities in a client-oriented manner. In 
addition to awareness of client needs and measurement of customer satis-
faction, it is important to enhance impact assessment in each client group. 
The impacts must be viewed on the level of actions, projects and programs. 
The development of impact management will account for a steady 25 % of 
the R&D budget of Road Administration's Central Administration steadily 
during the whole strategy period. 

It takes constant development to keep impact assessments of road man-
agement and traffic feasible, practicable, and up to date. The aim is to es-
tablish a uniform system of impact assessments on the project, product, and 
program leveis. The emphasis is on the development of versatile impact as-
sessments on the program level. An effort is also made to improve the stan-
dard of maintenance impact assessments, although it is often hard or impos-
sible to distinguish the impacts of maintenance from other operations. 

The flow of traffic must be analyzed in broad terms depending on each road 
user group. One alternative is to develop a system measuring customer sat-
isfaction and trends in it. Analysis of the flow of traffic requires, among other 
things, that the present systems are modified. 
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The constant improvement of traffic safety is a central transport policy target. 
The goal of a specif]c research theme is to develop safety-enhancing meas-
ures and promote the introduction of methods found workable. Traffic safety 
viewpoints are incorporated into many other themes as well (maintenance, 
traffic management, etc). The R&D requirements concerning traffic safety 
are presented in more detail in Finnra's Traffic Safety Program 2000 - 2005. 

The environmental theme will continue monitoring the environmental situa-
tion as well as environmentalty feasible solutions and the development of 
managing environmentat issues (Environmental Guidelines and Action Pro-
gram). The Ministry of Transport and Communications has a related re-
search program underway, 'Environmental-Friendly Community Structure 
and Transport System' (LYYLI), in which Road Administration participates as 
far as appropriate from the viewpoint of the strategy. 

Methods and management systems to evaluate socio-economic efficiency 
will be developed further. The development of management systems will 
concentrate on systems associated with paved roads, bridges, and gravel 
roads. 

Development of the road transport system 

The development of the transport system is guided by the general targets 
specified by the Ministry of Transport and Communications: economy, re-
gional and social equality as well as the environment and safety. Based on 
these principles, Road Administration takes account of the broad expert re-
sponsibility to develop the road traffic system. In the focal area, the propor-
tion of financing will be increased from 20 per cent to 25 per cent during the 
strategy period. 

Apart from car traffic, the development of passenger traffic must be also 
analyzed from the viewpoints of public transport, as well as pedestrian and 
bicycle traffic. In addition, the key road management challenges include en-
suring traffic communication and services required by the regional or com-
munal structure. This is done by taking into account the different develop-
mentat needs in population centers and areas where the population is de-
clining and of the effects of the population's aging. This requires new work-
ing modeis and solutions. 

In order to promote public transport, new approaches and solutions must be 
sought. In improving the situation of pedestrians and bicyctists, cheaper but 
adequate solutions are highlighted. When these services are developed, it 
should be taken into account that the service standard remains at a reason-
able level in wintertime as well. 

In Finland, the volume of goods transport per inhabitant is the highest in 
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Europe. Compared to other countries competing on the market, Iogistics 
costs are high, e.g. due to the long distances. These disadvantages can in 
part be compensated for through a smoothly-operating transport system. 

Economy and the low level of road management funding require reassess-
ment of the sufficient service level in road traffic. The strategic project S12 
aims at finding cheaper yet adequately safe and practicable solutions on 
main roads. 

In urban areas, the necessity and quality of services among various traffic 
forms and client groups are investigated, and new working methods are 
Iooked for. This work draws on the results of the extensive strategic research 
project Si, 'Traffic and Land use', completed in 1997. Other questions ex-
amined include the improvement of cost-efficiency of traffic services in 
sparsely-poputated areas, clarification of road management responsibilities 
and targeting road management services to meet the road users' needs at 
the right time. The starting point for these analyses and studies has been the 
findings of the strategic project SI 1, 'Community lmpacts of Transport Pian-
ning'. 

in terms of traffic management, the development work is based onFinnra's 
traffic management strategy. Through joint decisions made by the EU, Fin-
nra is committed to providing services that utilize traffictelematics in Europe. 
Finnra also participates in the three-year research and development program 
of the Ministry of Transport and Communications, called TETRA (Research 
and Deveiopment Program of Transport Telematics 1998 - 2000). 

Management of traffic and road network information 

Traffic and road network information form the basis for Road Administrations 
activities, as this information is used to controi the entire road management 
process. Ever-increasing demands are piaced on enhanced management of 
information about traffic and the road network. This information must be 
more comprehensive and, to some extent, also provided in real time. More 
extensive and precise information on the road network and the condition of 
its structure and devices are needed. Better information concerning ex-
penses and actual impiementation are also required. Moreover, the methods 
of information management are subject to constant development. During the 
strategy period, about 15 % of Road Administration's R&D expenses will be 
spent on developing traffic and road information. 

In the coming years the key chaiienges inciude e.g. the new information re-
quirements of the core processes of Road Administration. Among other 
things, information is needed conceming passenger and goods transport 
flow, public transport, pedestrian and bicycie traffic as well as the devices 
and structural condition of roads. 
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In the studies on the condition of the road network, the focus is on devising 
systems and modeis indicating the structural condition. In research on traffic 
status the emphasis ts on information about trips made and transport con-
veyed and the applicability and feasibility of these data. 

Other important goals include better iilustration of register information 
through map interfaces and enhanced reliability of information on road con-
ditions and traffic accidents. 

Development of commissioning works and services 

Both in the present organization, internaily divided into road Administration 
and Production, and in the event that production activities are separated 
completely, leading to open competition, the commissioning procedures 
must be developed further, especialiy in maintenance and upkeep. This re-
quires the deveiopment of information systems and quality criteria. 

Accomplishing road management through Iarge-scale contracts requires that 
the functionai quality criteria for the products are outlined. As the contractor 
has comprehensive responsibility, it is important to ensure not only technical 
but also functionai, aesthetic, and environmental quaiity during impiemerita-
tion. 

Throughout the strategy period, extensive research and development must 
be directed at the deveiopment of commissioning and contracting. The pro-
portion of R&D expenses wiH initially be some 30 % and will decline to 20 % 
during the strategy period. 

The most urgent task in commissioning services is the deveiopment ot 
commissioning procedures and systems to manage purchases, including 
unit-price awareness and an inventory system associated with maintenance 
contracts. In addition, management of the market situation must be improved 
during the period. 

The revision of pianning directions and quaiity criteria to serve commission-
ing activities is included in ali the themes concerning traffic and structural 
technology (e.g. road structures and devices, pavement, bridges, mainte-
nance). Related to this, is an effort to impact on the CEN standards applied 
to construction materiais in the EU area, and the incorporation of these 
standards into the products. 

In addition to R&D activities on commissioning activities, the contracting 
documents and other agreements are developed through ordinary activities 
as well. 
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Other road technology research 

In order to ensure a high level of expertise, quality, and cost-efficiency in 
road management, Road Administration wil! pursue sufficiently extensive 
R&D relating to road, bridge and traffic technology. These are considered to 
include innovative studies breaking new ground outside the focal areas and 
whose practical application needs further development. An initiat 10 % of 
R&D expenses wiD be targeted at this sector, and some 15 % after the major 
development efforts in commissioning activities have been implemented. 

5 	OPERATING PRINCIPLES 

The annua research and development program is based on the approved 
strategy. For the co-ordination of these activities, the Central Administration 
and Regions as weU as Production have contact persons, who prepare the 
program, subsequently to be approved by Finnra's Board. Each Road Ad-
ministration research theme has a person in charge, who is responsible for 
coordinating and administering the theme. This person may belong to the 
Central Administration or a Region. 

Road Administration will commission the majority of R&D projects from re-
search institutions, consultants, and Production. The work done in Road 
Administration mainly consists of commissioning the projects, and then su-
pervision and practical impiementation of the outcomes. Finnra's Production 
also uses ex'ternal research units and consultants in its research and devel-
opment projects. When assignments are given out, special attention is paid 
to enhancing expertise in the field by offering students at universities and 
other educational institutions the possibility to submit theses. 

Finnra will participate in EU studies only as far as they comply with Finnra's 
strategy. During the strategy period, Finnra will support telematics projects, 
traffic flow studies and special investigations into Northern areas. The re-
search facilities and consultants aiming to participate in EU studies must 
confirm Finnra's financial decision before making their oifer, if contributions 
to the project's funding are requested from Finnra. 

The annual research and development program will be published and ac-
cessibte on Finnra's website in Finnish and English. Reports on each study 
and the guidelines revised on the basis of the studies are usually pub!ished 
in Finnra's publication series, or, in case of coflaborative projects, in some 
other series (Ministry of Transport and Communications, Ministry of the Envi-
ronment, etc). An increasing number of directions and reports are published 
on the Internet as well. The Finnish-Ianguage newsletter Tiennäyttäjä carries 
short descriptions of new studies. In addition, information about new publi-
cations is conveyed to the IRRD database of the OECD. The aim is to dis- 
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seminate information about studies conducted in Finland through interna-
tional information systems. Therefore, comprehensive English abstracts of 
publications will be made available, including English text in charts and ta-
bies whenever possible. English-language versions of the more important 
studies will be made available. 

Project management and utilization of the outcomes will be intensified. The 
launching of a project requires that the probiem is adequately delineated, 
clear-cut targets are set, the project is properly managed, and that the utili-
zation and analysis of the outcomes are ensured. 

The consultancy costs of Road Admiriistration's research and development 
activities are contingent on road management flnancing. Road Administra-
tion will invest 1.5 % of Finnra's budget in these activities. Production will 
spend 1 % of its turnover on research and development. 
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